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The half model technique has been used extensively in 
the de Xavilland High Speed Wind Tunnel. The falso wall, 
as originally fitted, had a thick boundary layer, cand caused 
disturbances in the freestream static pressure distribution. 
This report daals with the results of tests w?iich led to an 
improved false wall arrangement, and to modifications of the 
transonic liner configuration. It has been found necessary 
to machine a knife edge chamfer at the loading edge of the 
false wall, to form a recess behind the false waG. and to 
converge the transonic liners. The false wall now extends 
to the liners at the top and bottom. The results of 
investigations over a period of fifteen months should, in 
many cases, be applicable to tests in other tunnels. The 
results of these tests emphasise the importnnco of a thorough 
flow exploration, before a false wall is used for half model 
tests. 
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1. 

The half model technique has two important advantages: the 
manufacture of the model is facilita-ted by the need for only one wing; 
a larger Reynold's number is obtained than for a complete model of the 
scame blockage, 

At the start of an extensive series of half model tests in the 
de Havilland High Speed Wind Tunnel, oil flow visualization indicated a 
flow separation near the leading edge of the false wall. A minor 
modification was made, but pre ssure of work made it necessary to continue 
tests without further investigation, 

During later tests, with different sizes of fuselage and false wall, 
it becsme evident that fled disturbances had a sig,nificant effect on the 
results of half model tests. Further tests showed that, behind the separa- 
tion, the boundary layer thickness on the false wall was excessive. In 
addition, it was shown that there were severe static pressure gradients in 
the freestream. 

This report deals with results of tests which led to an improved 
false wall arrangement, and to modifications of the transonic liner 
configuration. The conclusions drawn from investigations over a period of 
fifteen months should, in ~n,y cases, be applicable to tests in other tunnels. 

The general arrangement of the transonic liners is shown in Fig.1. 
The rearward location of t!le working section is an important consideration 
in section 4. During early half model tests the liners were diverged 11.5', 
to allow for the theoretical boundary layer growth. Porforated screens on 
the liner slots extended about half way back in the working section. 

A short mild steel false wall was originally fitted, with its 
outward surface 2.13" from the tunnel wall. It was supported by curved 
flanges at the top and bottom, which formed ducts of constant area around a 
biconvex fairing for the model support shaft. Holes were drilled in the 
rear of the flanges, in an attempt to avoid r estriction of the flow behind 
the false wall. 

An extended false wall was fitted when the length of the half 
model fuselage was increased, Tests were made with the false wall supported 
by the curved flanges, and again with the flanges replaced by pillars. 

'The dimensions of the two false walls are compared in Fig. 2a. 
The fairing and pillars are shown in Fig. 2b. The position of the curved 
flanges can clearly be seen in the photograph. 

The general arrangement of the working section with a new false 
wall is shown in Fig. 3. This false wall was the s‘ame length as the extended 
false wall, but its height was increased to meet the top and bottom liners. 
The liners were converged 54' with the perforated screens extended to the 
rear of the slots. A{ recess was formsd by packing out the balance frame. 
Details of the recess in the tunnel wall, (and the chamfer at the leading 
edge of the false wall are shown in Fig 42. Fig, 4b shows the blocks 
which wers inserted between the liners and the tunnel wall. 

The location of static orifices on the extended false wall is 
shown in Fig. 5a. The positions at vrhich stet-ic prossure was measured on 
the offset holder are indicated in Fig. Cjb, Tile rearward positions were 
obtained by removal of the 6" extension piece and displacing the probe 
relative to the offset holder, An additional 91i extension piece was used 
to obtain the forward positions. 



In an attempt to reduce boundary Layer disturbances, various 
leading edge shapos were tried on different false walls; oilflow visualiza- 
tion indicated a leading edge separation in every case. The re-attachment 
at M = 0.50 was about t;zro inches from the leading edge, see %g, 7a. The 
re-attachment was about two inches back from the leading edge at M = 0.50, 
and moved back with increasing Vach numbor. At about ?,i = 0.86 a shockwave 
appeared at the leading edge and moved back rapidly. It was later shown 
that the predominant cause of the boundary layer disturbances wae restriction 
of the flow bohind the false wall. Under these conditions, tha only leading 
edge modification to make any diffarenc e was a ch,amfer on t!?e model side of 
tho false wall, but tllis was later shmn to i;roducc large disturbancss in the 
static pressure distribution. 

Replacing the curved support flanges by pillars had little effect 
on the flow over the false :qall. Oil on the back of the false wall had 
previously indicated tliat the flow had separated at the leading edge of the 
curved flanges; the flow now separated over the model support shaft fairing, 
in a manner reminisceA-t of the disturbrnco at thii: junction of a wing and 
fuselage, see Fig, 7b. 

Tests were m,zde with the false wallmovcd out to a dist+ace 3,73" 
from the tunnel wall, and agc?in with false wall yzqcd lo out, at the trailing 
edge without success. 

A flap at the trailing edge o f the false wall, deflected 20" out 
reduced the disturbances, but force mtiasurements on a half modal suggested 
that the static pressure distribution had been disturbed over a large part of 
the false rcall. 

As mentioned above, oil on the back of the false wall indicated 
separated fly, 2nd it was calculated that the reduction in effcctivo area 
might cause choking at a Mach Number as low as 0.34. In an attempt to 
maintain constant effective area a recess was formed in the tunnel wall- by 
packing out the balance frame 0.75", Fig. 3. 

This scheme was derived from reference 1 which deals with the use 
of a recess behind A false wall at supersonic Plach Number. 

The Palse wall was displaced by the same Cxmount, leaving the 
lezding edge 1.33" from the tunnel ~211, just clear of the boundary layer 
on the tunnel wczll. The leading cdga separation w's virtually eliminated 
and, at Pi = 0.50 the boundary layer growth was reducsd to that predicted by 
the l/Tth power law of velocity distribution. i-tcwcver, at Ili[ach Numbers 
above I?4 = O.E@, the boundary layar thickness increased, and tha shocbT.xx 
disturbances, although considerably reduced, ware still present at higher 
&a& iiumbor, 

The dimensions of the recess were limited by practical considsra- 
tions, but tests with a short false wall indicated that this was not the 
cause 07 the remaining disturbances. Aftor a discussion with X, W. 3. RO~CS 
of the National Physical Laboratory, it was agreed that the leading adgc 
chamfer acted as a wedge at incidence, 
flow ahead of the false wall. 

causing an outward deflectign of ;he 
Reducing the chamfer angle from 12 to 4 

reduced the effective incidence, and did in feet show a LiLtlo improvement 
at high Xach Number. 

'Total head traverses and boundary layer maasuresnent arc compared 
with those for the original configuration in Figs, 8 and 9. Boundary layer 
thickness is based on a 0.1" Hg differonce from freestrecam total head, i.e. 
H/:10 approximately 0.997. A trough was absolved in the total head traverse 
at higher Nach Number. It is assumed that the depth of the trough, and its 
distance from the false wall indicate the magnitude and spanwise extent of 
shockwave disturbailces, 
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4. STATIC PRESSURE GRADIEJXTS 

Only a limited studywas made of the fi-sestream pressure distribu- 
tion, with the original tunnel and false wall arrangement. However, it was 
found that the local Mach &.mlber was 0.01 low at the working section centre, 
at a reference Mach Number of 0.50, and, ten inches back along the tunnel 
axis, the local value was 0.03 below reference Mach Number. Tho raference 
Nach Wumber is based on the static oressure in the lower plenum chamber. I. 

It appears that the average Mach I\iu%bar was in error, due to the 
pressure drop associated with the crossflow through tho liner slots+ Due to 
its rearward location, the working section ~2s affected by an increase in 
crossflow near the liner trailing-edge. UniPorm flow along the tunnel exis 

was achieved by converging tho liners 
to the rear of the slots, Fig. 3. 

201, and extending the perforated screens 
Local Nach numbers based on static 

pressure measurements with th3 liners converged 201 are shown in Fig, 10, 
The freestream measurements were made with a static probe mounted on an 
offset holder, Fig. 5s. it is now known that absolute values wore in error 
due to interference, but the gradients indicated should be aocurate, 

Mach Number was high near the leading edge, and near the trailing 
edge of the falsewall. An improved fairing had boen fitted, when the liners 
ware converged, and the separations behind the false wall were considerably 
reduced, Tests with the short false wall proved that thu gradients were not 
due to restriction of the flow behind the false wall, Later tests indicate 
that the gradient near the trailing edc;e of the false wall was due, in some 
my, to the gaps between the liners and the false wall, at the top and bottom, 
bJith these gaps sealed there was a steady drop in Mach Number along the 
length of the false wall, see Fig 10. It may be that such a gradient is 
inevitable when a flat plate, with a chamfered leading edge, is inserted in a 
uniform stream. A similar gradient was observed on a false wall at I~.P.L. 
The liners were further converged to establish a gradient of opposite sign, 
thus removing the gradient along the false wall. 

During subsequent tests with a half model, tunnel power require- 
ments decreased wit!? increasing incidence of the model. Further tzsts 
indicated that this was due to flow intothe plenum chamber from behind the 
false wall; the recess had formed a gap between the converged liners and 
the tunnel wall. 
in Pig, 4b3, 

'The blocks Which were inserted to seal this gap are shown 

the 
A new false wall was fitted which extended to the liners, when 

latter were converged 54' The gradient near the tunnel axis was 
considered to be preferable to one over the length of the half model fuse- 
lage . 
an.fx, 

The tr;unsverse gradient was small in the region occupied by the 
and it was est.imated that local Mach Jumber was within 2 0.0025 in 

tne region occupied by the half model, 
that a gradient existed as near as 1.25" 

Unfortunately, it was later found 

that the liner convergence was excessive. 
from the false wall, indicating 

The gradient increased in 
rna%t;ie, from zero .t M = 0.50 to 0.00055 in Mach &umber per inch at 
M However it is possible to apply 
to aliow'for this giadient. 

a correction to drag coefficient 

The aerodynamic characteristic- J most affected by modifications to 
the tunnel and false wall arrangement were lift curve slope and drag 
coefficient. In many cases force measurements were made at one incidence 
0i-Q , as the emphasis was on drag measurements at low C L 

The effect of the recess on CL - a, Cm - CL and CD - CL at a low 
Mach Number is shown in Fig. 12. 
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5. 1. Lift Curve Sloes 

The recess in the tunnel wall, the improved fairing for the 
model support shaft and liner convergence each gave an increment in 
lift curve slope. A slight reduction was measured cn extending the 
false wall to the liners, 

5. 2. Drag Coefficient 

With sever0 leading edge disturbances and thick boundary 
layer on the false wall, moasured drag coefficients varied with 
changes in the relative dimensions of the fuselage and the false wall, 
Fig. 13a. Clearly such condition3 were unacceptable. 

Figure 13 shows the increase cf drag coefficients measured 
with a recess in the tunnel wall, i.e. with reduced boundary layer 
thickness on the false wall. The total effect of the modifications 
to the tunnel and false wall arrangement can be seen in Fig. UC. 

Variations of the gap between the half model fuselage ,and 
the false wall has a considerable effect on lift curve slope and 
drag coefficient. Results of tests, Fig. 12d, were sufficiently 
consistent to allow correction to zaro gap. Boundary constraint; 
the pressure gradient remaining in th e region occupied by the half 
model fuselage; and the effect of artificially fixing transition to 
turbulence in the boundary layer necessitate, further corrections to 
force measurements, It is important to note that the upwash 
constraint is nearer tha% for an open boundary for a half model, 
than for a complete model, and the open boundary correction is about 
twice as large for a half model. The effect of the above correc- 
tions on drac coefficient3 measured with the final configuration 
are shown in Fig. 12e. 

5. 3 Pitching Moment 

There were no obvious trends in pitching moment character- 
istics. The rssults are in good agreement within the limits of 
repeatability, 

5. 4 Discussion 

It appears that separated flow near the Lading edge of 
the false wall caused a suction at the nose of the fuselage with a 
conseouent reduction in drag. Under these conditions a displace- 
ment of the fuselage relative to the leading edge of the false wall 
caused largs changes in drag measurements. The change of drag with 
increasing Mach Number was affected by growth of the separation. 

According to section 3 of reference 2 the reduced voloeity 
in the boundary layer causes a local reduction in lift and drag. 
On the other hand the reduction in lift will increase the strength 
of the trailing vortex at the junction of the wing and fuselage, 
resulting in an induced drag, and a downwash, which will affect tests 
with a tailplane 2nd with a rear engine configuration. Results of 
tests indicate that the first effect is predominant 

The total effect of the static pressure gradients with the 
original tunnel and false ;vall arrangement, was a reduction in 
measured drag, especially at low Each number. 

The corrected results with the final configuration are 
considered reliable. Comparison will be made in the near future, 
with results OF compietc model tests. 
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6. Conclu-inn I^- --"- 

1. 

2. 

The results o* these inveetl?ations zqhasise the 
hporlar,ce o? 2 thorou~n Ylow YS~?O~~ ti.orl b 3com a false , 
wali is used par halC model tests. 

The authors are indebted to txe Directors o? the 
de Havilland :-A.rcra% Company for permission to publish this 
report. 'They would like to thank Kr. C. W. Rogws OF ths 
tjational Physical. Laboralory for r?is su~':';:stions and 
encourqement, and the memb?x: 07 ths ?!ind Tunnel, SLafY, who 
assisted in the preparation of tnis report. 
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